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Abstract 

One of the key applications of Natural Language Processing (NLP) is to automatically extract topics 

from large volumes of text. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) technique is commonly used to extract 

topics based on word frequency from the pre-processed documents. A major issue of LDA is that the 

quality of topics extracted are poor if the document do not coherently discuss a single topic. However, 

Gibbs sampling uses word by word basis which changes the topic assignment of one word and can be 

used on documents having different topics. Hence, this paper proposed a hybrid based semantic 

similarity measure for topic modelling using LDA and Gibbs sampling to exploit the strength of 

automatic text extraction and improve coherence score. Unstructured dataset was obtained from a public 

repository to validate the performance of the proposed model. The evaluation carried out shows that the 

proposed LDA-Gibbs had a coherence score of 0. 52650 as against LDA coherence score 0.46504. The 

proposed multi-level model provides better quality of topics extracted. 

Keywords- semantic similarity, topic modelling, LDA, collapsed gibbs sampling 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Topic modelling (TM) is a text processing technique, which is aimed at overcoming information 

overload by seeking out and demonstrating patterns in textual data, identified as topics [1]. It allows 

data analysts to quickly navigate through a corpus of text or collection using identified topics to improve 

user experience. Unsupervised learning is often used to perform TM, and the results of running the 

models are an overview of the topics that were found. TM involves the task of identifying underlying 

concepts which are discussed within a collection of documents and determining which topics each 

document is addressing [2]. TM has numerous applications in NLP; for example, topic models may be 

used for information retrieval (IR) [3], to identify influential individuals on a social media platform [4], 

or to detect signs of depression [5]. The algorithms conventionally used to tackle the problem of TM 

include LDA [6] and probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) [7]. Large companies like Jumia, 

Amazon, Netflix can use TM to identify the topics of a set of customer reviews by detecting patterns 

and recurring words and by identifying frequently used words and expressions such as awesome, free 

to use, fee, charging or 2.5% plus 99 cents transaction fee. Hence, TM can group this review with other 

reviews that talk about similar things [8]. Each of the topic generated can be measured to determine 

quality of the topics using semantic similarities. 

Semantic similarity finds out the degree of semantic equivalence between two items, which can be 

concepts, sentences, or documents [9]. The semantic similarity measure (SSM) is the ability to 

determine the similarity between various terms such as words, sentences, documents, concepts or 

instances. SSM has great importance in many computer applications related field such as information 

retrieval, educational system, text summarization and NLP [10]. Estimating the semantic similarity on 

large text data is one of the challenging and open research problems in the field of NLP. The versatility 

of natural language makes it difficult to define rule-based methods for determining SSM [12]. 

Measuring the semantic similarity between various text components like words, sentences, or 

documents plays a significant role in a wide range of NLP tasks like information retrieval [13], text 

summarization [14], essay evaluation [9], text classification [15] and among others. During the early 

days, two text snippets were considered the same if they contain the same words/characters. Techniques 

like Bag of Words (BoW), Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) were used to 

represent text, as real value vectors to aid calculation of semantic similarity. However, these techniques 

failed to attribute to the fact that words have different meanings and different words can be used to 

represent a similar concept. The methods captured the lexical feature of the text and were easy to 

implement. However, [11] overlooked the semantic and syntactic properties of text.  For example, 

considering two sentences “Tunde and Ayo studied English and Agric.” and “Tunde studied English 

and Ayo studied Agric.”. Though these two sentences have exactly the same words they do not carry 

the similar meaning. Also, similarly the sentences “Mary is allergic to dairy products.” and “Mary is 



lactose intolerant.” carry the same meaning but different words. A better way of understanding how 

semantic can be measured using coherence score is discussed. 

Therefore, in this paper, we focused on developing a multi-level based SSM for topic modelling using 

a combination of LDA and Gibbs sampling and show comparison using the coherence score as 

evaluation. 

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the review of related works, 

section 3 provides the methodology, data source, text pre-processing, model architecture used in the 

study. Results and discussion are provided in Section 4 and Section 5 presents the conclusion. 

 

2.0 REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS 

In [18], the paper focused on exploring LDA, topic modelling, its’ application and a detailed survey. 

The paper investigated highly scholarly articles (between 2003 to 2016) related to topic modelling based 

on LDA to discover the research development, current trends and intellectual structure of topic 

modelling. In addition, it summarized the various challenges and also introduced tools such as user 

behaviour modelling, topics visualization based on LDA. In [26] a comprehensive review of TM 

methods was discussed extensively which included classification hierarchy, posterior inference 

techniques, different evolution models of LDA and its applications in different areas of technology 

including Scientific Literature, Bioinformatics, Software Engineering and analysing social network was 

presented.  

In [16], empirical prior Dirichlet allocation (epLDA) model was used for latent semantic indexing 

framework to derive the priors required for topics computation from data. The parameters of the priors 

obtained were related to the parameters of the conventional LDA model using exponential function. 

The model was implemented and tested with benchmarked  

data and it achieved a prediction accuracy of 92.15%. It was observed that the epLDA model 

consistently outperforms the conventional LDA model on different datasets with an average percentage 

accuracy of 6.33% which clearly demonstrated the advantage of using side information obtained from 

data for the computation of the mixture. [14] worked on a text summarization approach based on 

semantic role labelling and explicit semantic analysis using two well-established text semantic 

representation techniques; Semantic Role Labelling (SRL) and Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA). 

Experimental results indicated that the proposed summarizer ROUGE-SU4 outperforms all state-of-

the-art related comparators in the single document summarization based on the ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-

2 measures, while also ranking second in the ROUGE-1 (0.499) and ROUGE-SU4 (0.286) scores for 

the multi-document summarization. The paper in [19] focused on extracting topics from software 

engineering data. The research then illustrated how to employ LDA on a textual data set to create 



different topics. It showed topic-topic correlation matrix had 95% confidence Intervals of the correlation 

amount. 

[2] worked on evaluation of TM techniques for twitter dataset. For each experiment, the optimal models 

were chosen for a setting of K=100 topics, as it is equal to the number of search queries that was used 

when the data was collected. The result of the research indicated that biterm topic model (BTM) was 

superior to all other models when working with short documents.  

SSM receives considerable attention in recent years due to its numerous potential applications in NLP. 

In SSM, there are several techniques of measurement. The paper in [20] presented a review of semantic 

similarity. The result displayed and classified various semantic similarity methods and metrics with 

their advantages and limitations using different documents. 

[22] was to enable the use of topic modelling for researchers by presenting a step-by-step framework 

which consisted of three steps; pre-processing, topic modelling, and post-processing, where the topic 

model LDA is used. The full run of 650 papers considered for 20 topics took 3.5 h to compute and the 

outcome of the method is a 650 by 20 matrix of topic probabilities. Also, topic 16 had the highest 

probability distribution for one document. 

The research in [23] examined current work series of metrics from literature on a quantitative basis by 

performing benchmarks against a generated dataset with a known value of k and evaluate the ability of 

each metric to recover the true value, varying over multiple levels of topic resolution in the Dirichlet 

prior distributions. The new metric proposed in the paper suffered much less overfitting at low values 

of k, and maintained good performance throughout the tested range of k. All the three metrics displayed 

initial signs of underfit as K exceeds 80. Also, the new metric displayed a clear kink at the true number 

of topics. The conclusion was that the new metric is able to both identify the correct value of k here, as 

well as provide evidence for potential overfit. 

[24] considered the computational complexity of probabilistic inference in LDA by studying the 

problem of finding the maximum a posteriori (MAP) assignment of topics to words. [25] considered 

using LDA for improving the topic modelling of the official bulletin of the Spanish state (BOE). The 

results of the analysis showed that more than 89% of the documents cannot be recommended because 

they are not well described at the documentary level, some of their key meta-data are empty.  

[27] worked on LDA and t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour embedding to enhance scientific reading 

comprehension of articles related to enterprise architecture. The result showed that documents 

‘sustainability’ had the highest distribution and assignment of the examined documents to the identified 

topics. The work [28] provided a simple and efficient learning procedure that was guaranteed to recover 

the parameters for a wide class of topic models, including LDA. [29] worked on online inference of 

topics with LDA. The paper [30] explored a variety of methods for applying the LDA automated topic 

modelling algorithm to the modelling of the structure and behaviour of virtual organizations found 

within modern social media and social networking environments.  



In [31], three algorithms for parameter estimation of the LDA model were reviewed. They were 

experimentally compared to determine their time complexity and performance and found out that the 

online variational Bayesian inference converges faster than the other two inference techniques, with 

comparable quality of the results. The inference in [32] for the number of topics was calculated in the 

LDA Model via Bayesian Mixture Modelling. In [33], the research provided a multiple-corpora LDA 

(mLDA) model that assumed the document topic proportions follow a symmetric Dirichlet distribution. 

The result showed mLDA allowed the power of TM to be applied to a huge range of fields with diverse 

data by incorporating more information into a single topic model. It also enhances the applicability of 

TM to information retrieval. [34] used LDA to measure trend topic analysis. 

 

3.0 METHODOLOGY 

Under this section, four cardinal approaches were used in our topic modelling and discussed. 

 

3.1 Data Source  

11,000 newsgroups posts were sourced from an online repository [34] consisting 20 different topics 

ranging from ICT topics in sport, entertainment, politics, health section of different newspaper in 

Nigeria. Among the news post considered were punch Nigeria, the Sun newspaper, metro news among 

others. 

3.2 Text Preprocessing 

Text preprocessing is used to clean and normalize the text data to improve the accuracy and reduce the 

data redundancy as well as training time of the models [33]. Each sentence was tokenized into a list of 

words using regular expression patterns, removing punctuations and unnecessary characters altogether. 

The next stage was forming the bigram and trigrams. Bigrams are two words frequently occurring 

together in the document. Trigrams are 3 words frequently occurring. This was done to find out words 

that frequently occur together and predict the conditional probability of the next word. The LDA model 

was built with 20 different topics where each topic is a combination of keywords and each keyword 

contributes a certain weightage to the topic. The step-wise process for initial text cleansing is stated in 

Table 1 while the output of the pre-processed text is as shown in Fig 1. 

Table 1: Text pre-processing process carried out on newsgroup dataset 

Step Description 

Punctuation Removal Remove punctuation 

Word tokenization Tokenize sentences to sets of words 

Lowercase Conversion Convert words to lowercase 

Stopwords Removal Remove stopword 

Lemmatization Lemmatize the words 



 

Figure 1: Snippet of the pre-processed text 

3.3 Feature Extraction Concepts 

Feature extraction is a key factor for the performance of the topic modelling. The text document is 

represented by set, di = {W1, W2, W3…Wn}, where wi represents a word in document d. The words are 

subjected to feature extraction process to map each word to a topic and each topic to a document. The 

feature extraction can be generally classified into two classes: documents-topics and word-topic. We 

provided a brief description of these techniques in equation 1 for topic-document term frequency-

inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) for feature extractions. 

IDF(t) = log 
1+ 𝑛𝑑1+𝑑𝑓(𝑡,𝑑) + 1     (1) 

Where 𝑛𝑑 is the total number of documents 

df(t, d) is the number of documents that contain the word t. 

3.4 Methods I - Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

Given a number of documents di that comprises of different words Wi belonging to several topics ki. 

LDA assumes that documents are composed of words that help determine the topics and maps 

documents to a list of topics by assigning each word in the document to different topics and is expressed 

as follows: 

di = {W1, W2, W3…Wn}      (2) 

LDA then finds the probability of a word wj belonging to topic tk where ‘j’ and ‘k’ are the word and 

topic indices respectively. Once the probabilities are estimated, finding the collection of words that 

represent a given topic is done by either by picking top ‘r’ probabilities of words or by setting a threshold 

for probability and picking only the words whose probabilities are greater than or equal to the threshold 

value. Assuming there were 3 topics and 3 words, LDA finds the probability by the expression below: 

di = (w1i * Topic – 1) + (w2i * Topic – 2) + (w3i * Topic – 3)    (3) 

In the above representation, there are three weights for topics: topic-1, topic-2 and topic-3 respectively 

for a given document di. (w1i * Topic – 1) indicates the proportion of words in document that represent 

topic-1, (w2i * Topic – 2) indicates the proportion of words in document that represent topic-2 and so 

on. 



LDA assumes that each document is generated by a statistical generative process.  That is, each 

document is a mix of topics, and each topic is a mix of words. Documents are mixed of topics and each 

topic, in turn, is a mix of different collections of words.  In the process of generating this document, 

first, a topic is selected from the document-topic distribution and later, from the selected topic, a word 

is selected from the multinomial topic-word distributions. LDA algorithm starts with assuming K 

number of topics, it then loops through each number of documents and randomly assign each word in 

the document to one of the K topics. 

For each document loop through, it loops through each word w and compute the following below: 

 P(Topic t | Document d) = the proportion of words in document d that are currently assign to 

topic t and expressed as p(tk⃒di), that is, proportion of words in document di that are assigned 

to topic tk 

 P(Word w | Topic t) = the proportion of assignments to topic t over all documents that come 

from this word w and expressed as p(wj⃒tk), that is, proportion of all documents assigned to a 

topic tk given word wj  assigned assignments to topic t over all documents that come from this 

word w 

The proportion of words wj in document di that are assigned to topic tk tries to capture how many words 

belong to the topic t for a given document d and expressed as follows: 

p(wj⃒tj ,d)      (4) 

The final step of LDA is to reassign or update the p(wj⃒tj ,d)  to a new topic where Topic T with 

probability P(Topic T | Document D) * P(Word W | Topic T) is chosen which is essentially that Topic 

T generated word w and is expressed as follows: 

p(wj⃒tk ,di) = p(wj⃒tk) * p(tk⃒di)     (5) 

LDA topic modelling is a sampling-based algorithm that endeavours to collect samples from the 

posterior to approximate it with an empirical distribution. The model technique was used to generate 

topics based on word frequency from the pre-processed documents. The LDA topic model accepts the 

created dictionary and the corpus as inputs and works as follows: 

i. choosing the number of topics (k) that are in the corpus 

ii. randomly assign each word in each document to one of the ‘k’ number of topics 

iii. go through every word and its topic assignment in each document. 

iv. looks at the first topic and how often the topic occurs in the document, then how often 

the words occur in ‘k + 1’ where k = 20. 

v. based on step (iii), assign the word to a new topic  

 

 

 



The model can be written in equation 5 as: 

𝑝(𝑊, 𝑍, 𝜃) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑊𝑑𝑛|𝑍𝑑𝑛)𝑝(𝑍𝑑𝑛|𝜃𝑑) 𝑛 𝜖 𝑁  

 (6) 

where W is specific word, Z represents specific topic, θd is topic distribution for document d, 

p(Wdn|Zdn) is probability of words in topics and p(Zdn|θd) is probability of distribution of topics in 

documents. LDA’s approach to topic modelling is that it considers each document as a collection of 

topics in a certain proportion and each topic as a collection of words. LDA topic model technique was 

used to generate topics based on word frequency from the pre-processed documents. The number of 

topics was provided into the algorithm and all it does it to rearrange the topics distribution within the 

documents and keywords distribution within the topics to obtain a good composition of topic keywords 

distribution. For obtaining good segregation of topics, the following key factors were considered in the 

research; 

i. The quality of text processing. 

ii. The variety of topics the text talks about. 

iii. The choice of topic modeling algorithm. 

iv. The number of topics fed to the algorithm. 

v. The algorithms tuning parameters. 

 

3.5 Methods II: Gibbs Sampling 

Gibbs sampling uses word by word basis which changes the topic assignment of one word. It works on 

the assumption that topic assignment is not known of the given word but the assignment of all other 

words in the text is known which will then be used to infer what topic will be assigned to this word. 

Considering ‘m’ as the corpus of a document and ‘k’ as the number of topics, the model randomly 

assign k topics to all the words in ‘m’ number of documents and be represented as follows: 

mi = {w1, w2, w3, w4…wn}     (7) 

Equation 6 above tells us the number of words in the corpus of a document from word-1 to word-n. 

Assuming there are 3 topics to be considered: 

k = {t1, t2, t3}                 (8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The model then randomly assigns k topics to all the words in mi and can be represented as: 

{  
  
   
 𝑤1 = 𝑡3𝑤2 = 𝑡2𝑤3 = 𝑡1𝑤4 = 𝑡3.....𝑤𝑛 = 𝑡𝑖}  

  
   
 

 

The model then counts the total number of words in the ith document belonging to the kth topic. For 

example, n(1,2) means the total number of words in 1st document belonging to 2nd topic and can be 

represented as: 

n(i , k) = total number of words in ith document in kth topic   (9) 

After creating a document wise topic count, it the model creates a topic wise assignment of word count 

from all documents as said earlier, that is, it counts each word belongs to a particular topic for all the 

documents. To explore the entire space, a small number alpha α is added to n(i , k) and known as Dirichlet 

parameter for document to topic distribution represented as: 

n(i , k) + α           (10) 

The model continues by decrementing the count for the respective topic allocated from the document-

topic matrix by subtracting 1 from the number Ni of in the ith document which is added to the product 

of number of topics k and the hyper parameter α introduced earlier. This can be represented as: 

(Ni – 1) + kα                (11) 

To indicate how much document di likes topic tk or finding the probability of how much document di 

likes topic tk can be represented as  

p(tk⃒di) = 
n(𝑖 ,𝑘) + α(𝑁𝑖−1)+𝑘α               (12) 

To care for word to topic assignment, the model introduces β to explore the entire space of the corpus. 

The corpus wide assignment of word wj to kth topic is added to the hyper parameter as done earlier for 

document to topic assignment and is represented as: 

m(j, k) + β                (13) 

For example m(3, 4) represent the 3rd word that belongs to the 4th topic which is then added to the hyper 

parameter. Recall a decrement had occurred earlier by decrementing the count for the respective topic 

allocated from the document-topic matrix. The model looks through all the vocabulary ‘V’ of the corpus 

from the 1st word to the last word in the vocabulary and sums it with product of the vocabulary and β 

represented as: ∑ 𝑚(𝑗, 𝑘) + 𝑉β𝑗𝜖𝑉  

                      (14) 



To indicate how much topic tk likes word wj or finding the probability of how much word wj likes topic 

tk is represented as: 

p(wj⃒tk) = 
𝑚(𝑗,𝑘)+𝑉β∑ 𝑚(𝑗,𝑘)+𝑉β𝑗𝜖𝑉               (15) 

To calculate for the word wi, the product of probability of how much document di likes topic tk and 

probability of how much word wj likes topic tk is represented as: 

  p(wj⃒tk , di) = p(tk⃒di) * p(wj⃒tk)               (16) 

In expansive form, it is represented as: 

p(wj⃒tk ,di) = ( n(𝑖 ,𝑘) + α(𝑁𝑖−1)+𝑘α) ( 𝑚(𝑗,𝑘)+𝑉β∑ 𝑚(𝑗,𝑘)+𝑉β𝑗𝜖𝑉 )              (17) 

For a given word wi in a document di, the model finds the topic ‘k’ for which p(wj⃒tk ,di) is maximum 

and reassigns the word to the ‘kth topic. The process is repeated over and over again as against the 

number of iterations. Below is the flowchart of the LDA/Gibbs which was used in the research; 

 

3.6 Method 3: Proposed Hybrid Model 

The proposed hybrid model uses both LDA and Gibbs to produce output. Gibbs sampling uses word by 

word basis which changes the topic assignment of one word. It works on the assumption that topic 

assignment is not known of the given word but the assignment of all other words in the text is known 

which will then be used to infer what topic will be assigned to this word. The conditional probability 

equation for a single word w in document d that belongs to topic k is given below: 

𝑃(𝑊, 𝑍, 𝜃, 𝛷 𝛼, 𝛽 ) =  ∏𝑃(𝑀
𝑗=1 𝜃𝑗; 𝛼)∏𝑃(𝛷𝑖; 𝛽)∏𝑃(𝑍𝑗 , 𝑖⃒Ɵ𝑗)𝑃(𝑊𝑗, 𝑡⃒𝛷𝑍𝑗 , 𝑡)𝑁

𝑡=1
𝐾
𝑖=1  

                                                              (18) 

where W is specific word, Z represent specific topic, θ is topic distribution for document, Φ is word 

distribution for topic k, α is Dirichlet parameter for document to topic distribution, β is Dirichlet 

parameter for topic to word distribution, M represents number of documents, N is number of words in 

a given document and K is number of topics. There are two parts to equation (2). First part tells how 

much each topic is present in a document and the second part tells how much each topic is present in a 

word. For the multi-level system, the output for LDA was considered first, then the output for 

LDA/Gibbs algorithm was considered and then compared. The coherence score for LDA, LDA/Gibbs 

(hybrid - multi-level concept) was obtained and compared. This modelling procedure is as shown in 

Figure 2. 



 

Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed hybrid model 

3.7 Coherence Score 

Topic coherence provide a convenient measure to judge how good a given topic model is and used in 

evaluation in topic models. It is computed taking cognisance of the top n words by frequency. For one 

topic, the words i, j being scored in equation 18: 

Coherence = ∑ 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑤𝑖 ,  𝑤𝑗)𝑖<𝑗  where 

wi  and wj are the top words of the topic 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑤𝑖 ,  𝑤𝑗) = log  ( 𝑝(𝑤𝑖 ,   𝑤𝑗)𝑝(𝑤𝑖) 𝑝(𝑤𝑗)) 
             (19) 

Where 

p(w)    =  the probability of seeing 𝑤𝑖  in a random document 
p(𝑤𝑖 ,  𝑤𝑗)  =  the probability of seeing both 𝑤𝑖 and 𝑤𝑗 co-occurring in random document 

 

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experiment setup for topics modelling was implemented on Anaconda Jupyter with GPU capability 

using the following packages: Numpy, Pandas, pyLDAvis and the NLTK in python 3.6.  

4.1 LDA Topics  

The LDA model is built with different topics where each topic is a combination of keywords and each 

keyword contributes a certain weightage to the topic. One can see the keywords for each topic and the 

weightage (importance) of each keyword as shown in table 2. The output of the different topics where 



each topic is a combination of keywords and each keyword contributes a certain weightage to the topic 

as shown in Table 2: 

Table 2 – output of topic 0 to 4 showing the combination of keywords and how each keyword 

contributes to the weightage of the topic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Topic 0 is represented as (0, '0.036*"law" + 0.030*"child" + 0.030*"government" + 0.029*"gun" + 

''0.027*"people" + 0.027*"kill" + 0.026*"state" + 0.023*"death" + ''0.021*"right" + 0.020*"die"').  It 

means the top 10 keywords that contribute to this topic are: ‘law’, ‘child’, ‘government.. and so on and 

the weight of ‘law’ on topic 0 is 0.036 law. The weights reflect how important a keyword is to that 

topic. Looking at these keywords, one can you guess what this topic could be related to “terror” or 

“negativity”. 

4.2 Visualize the topics-keywords 

After building the LDA model, the produced topics and the associated keywords are examined by 

Intertopic distance map which shows the proportion to the number of words that belong to each topic. 

As shown in figure 6, it can be seen that topic 4 has the most intersection with all other topics meaning 

its contained more relevant keywords and meaning. Also, topic 1 had the most probability of been talked 

about if words are picked at random from the datset, followed by 2, 3 and 4. All other topics were quite 



distance from the man topics of 1, 2,  3 and 4. This can also be interpreted in word prediction in the 

result by the scale of the circle. The bigger the circle, the higher the topic prediction in accordance with 

the size of the circle. 

 

Figure 3 – Topic visualization of topics generated by LDA 

4.3 Frequency Distribution of Word Counts in Documents 

Working with a large number of documents requires to know how big the documents are as a whole 

and by topic. Plotting the document word counts distribution. 

 

Figure 4 – Distribution of documents Word Counts 



4.4 Distribution of Document Word Counts by Dominant Topic 

In Fig 5, the document words count distribution is analysed by topic that is dominant in that dataset. As 

mentioned above, different topics were identified, and below, in fig. 8, the distribution for the topics 

are plotted for Collapsed Gibbs Sampling since it has higher coherence score. It can be observed that 

Topic 2 and 1 has a higher concentration of words in them that are under consideration. The distribution 

of each of the topics is similar.  

 

 

Figure 5 - Distribution of Document Word Counts by Dominant Topic 

4.5 Word Count and Importance of Topic Keyword 

The significance of the keywords in the topics as indicated by the weights is plotted in figure 8. Also, 

the frequency with which the words have occurred in the pre-processsed datasets is plotted. As can be 

seen, some words are shared among the topic.  The common words to stop words can be added to 

make sure they are not considered, but the reduction of several topics is a better solution as there is 

overlapping. Topics keywords is plotted as shown in fig. 6.  



 

Figure 6 - Word Count and Importance of Topic Keyword 

4.6 LDA Model Coherence Score 

Topic coherence provide a convenient measure to judge how good a given topic model is. LDA output 

for coherency is shown in table 3: 

Table 3 – output to compute coherence score that provide a convenient measure to judge how good 

the topic model is 

LDA 

Coherence Score 0.4650389083419528 

 

4.7 LDA/Gibbs Model Topics 

Gibbs sampling uses word by word basis which changes the topic assignment of one word. It works on 

the assumption that topic assignment is not known of the given word but the assignment of all other 

words in the text is known which will then be used to infer what topic will be assigned to this word. 

The aim is to know show that the proposed multi-level model gives better quality of extracted topics. 

After generating the topics for LDA-Gibbs sampling, the coherence can be calculated with the output 

given in table 4: 

Table 4 – output of the proposed Multi-level model coherence score 

 

 

 



4.8 Proposed Model Coherence Score 

Topic coherence provide a convenient measure to judge how good a given topic model is. The table 5 

shows the proposed hydrid model coherency score. 

Table 5 – output of the proposed Multi-level model coherence score 

Proposed Model 

Coherence Score 0.5265013017532258 

 

4.9 Proposed Model Comparison with LDA 

The evaluation carried out shows that the proposed model had a coherence score of 0. 5265013 as 

against LDA which had a coherence score of 0. 465038 indicating the proposed model had extracted 

better quality of topics. The proposed Multi-level model provided a better and convenient measure to 

judge how good a given topic than LDA. 

Table 6 – Proposed Model comparison with LDA 

Topic Model Coherence Score 

LDA 0. 465038 

LDA/Gibbs 0.5265013 

 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

This study provided with understanding of topic modelling and how basic topic model is built. One 

major issue of LDA is that the quality of topics extracted is poor if the document does not coherently 

discuss a single topic. However, Gibbs sampling with LDA can be used on documents having different 

topics. Hence, the proposed multi-level based SSM for topic modelling using LDA and Gibbs sampling 

has been exploited to underpin the strength of generating a better coherence score. This was 

demonstrated by feeding the output of LDA into Gibbs sampling to improve coherence score (which is 

used to determine the quality of extracted topics). For future work, other conditional distribution 

techniques like variational inference can be used with LDA as earlier mentioned in [34] to compare 

with Gibbs sampling. Also worthy of note is visualization of the output of Gibbs sampling and 

variational inference. 
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